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Jan Lappin operates Middleburg Martial Arts in Florida with measurable success. She infuses 

leadership and life skills directly into her traditional karate program. Her 200 active students 

are thus prepared to be achievers in more ways than one.
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K2 Martial Arts in Ottawa, Canada currently owns and operates four schools, 

o ering traditional jiu-jitsu, kickboxing, Cage Fitness, MMA and Machado 

BJJ. Together, the co-owners teach 1,400 full-time students and are poised to 

earn over $2 million in revenue over the next fiscal year. The secret to much 

of their success, they say, is their commitment to investing in the continuing 

education of themselves and all their sta  members.

Making a connection with your sta  and cultivating confidence and feel-good energy will do 

more to advance your business than just about anything else. Once they enjoy marketing, 

selling and teaching martial arts classes, you will have all of the students you can handle. 

Here are five tips to achieve this result.

5 WAYS TO FIRE UP YOUR TEAM 
AND YOUR PROFITS!

THE BIG ADVANTAGE  
OF INVESTING IN 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 

LIFE SKILLS DEFINE SMALL 
SCHOOL’S BIG IMPACT
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K2 Martial Arts in Ottawa, Canada currently owns and operates four schools, o�ering tra-
ditional jiu-jitsu, kickboxing, Cage Fitness, MMA and Machado BJJ. Together, the co-own-
ers teach 1,400 full-time students and are poised to earn over $2 million in revenue over 
the next fiscal year. The secret to much of their success, they say, is their commitment to 
investing in the continuing education of themselves and all their sta� members.

By Perry William Kelly

Investing In 
Continuing 

Education
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“Over the last five years, the K2 
Martial Arts owners have spent 
well over $100,000 in business, 

marketing and personal-
development training.”

Once upon a time, there was a group of martial arts-

crazed teenagers named Scott FitzPatrick, Aksell Nicolaides 

and Alain Moussi who were studying jiu-jitsu and kickboxing 

at a martial arts school in Ottawa, Canada. In time, they 

progressed to black belt, but merely being black belts at a 

school was not enough to satisfy where they wanted to be in 

martial arts. So, Scott and Aksell partnered to open up one 

school together and then a second with Aksell’s student, 

Chris Davidson, as a part owner. Meanwhile, Alain had start-

ed his own school and, to free up some of his time to pursue 

outside interests, came on board with his pals. In time, Scott 

and Aksell also purchased another location.

Today, four schools fly the K2 Martial Arts banner in Otta-

wa, teaching traditional jiu-jitsu, kickboxing, Cage Fitness, 

MMA and Machado BJJ. Together, the co-owners have 1,400 

full-time students and are poised to earn over $2 million in 

revenue over the next fiscal year. In addition, they own the 

building housing one of their school’s locations (see sidebar 

story, “The Benefits of Owning Your School’s Property”).

While other groups of young guys in Ottawa are typically 

meeting up over a beer to watch an NHL hockey game, these 

movers and shakers are dissecting what they’ve done in 

the past to determine how to make themselves even more 

successful in the future. According to them, the investment 

they have made in their continuing education and that of 

their sta� instructors in all areas of their business, has been 

instrumental in much of their success. 

Over the last five years, the K2 Martial Arts owners have 

spent well over $100,000 in business, marketing and person-

al-development training. A portion of their team’s learning 

takes place at the annual Martial Arts Industry Association 

(MAIA) MASuperShow in Las Vegas. K2 Martial Arts’ owners 

and sta� have been attending the event for almost a decade 

and, last year, covered the expenses for 13 team members to 

take part in our industry’s business mega-event.

According to co-owner Aksell Nicolaides (pronounced, 

Ax’el Nic-o-Lie’dus), “We feel it’s a great investment to not 

only help them develop, but also for them to connect to the 

industry on a di�erent level and commit to that career path. 

We brought another big group [to the event] this year. I 

can’t imagine why a martial arts school owner would not see 

the benefit of yearly connecting with peers and seeing the 

trends and innovations in the industry.” 

MASUCCESS had a chance to sit down with the K2 Martial 

Arts co-owner Nicolaides and pick his brain about the secrets 

of their success and how their investment in continuing 

education has contributed to it.

MARTIAL ARTS SUCCESS: I understand you attribute much of 

your success to a heavy investment in both your education 

and that of your sta�. How, specifically, did you develop yourselves 

as owners?

AKSELL NICOLAIDES: The biggest shift in our business occurred 

when Scott and I started investing heavily in our business educa-

tion, in addition to our martial arts development. We started buy-

ing up nearly every business and marketing-educational program 

on the market. Now, we have expanded to traveling all over the 

world, continually learning from the most successful marketers and 

business leaders. 

For example, we were recently in the UK, because we were for-

tunate to get a very unique opportunity to meet with [billionaire] 

Sir Richard Branson [owner of Virgin] and learn some invaluable 

business insights. 

Just last week, I was in San Francisco working with and learning 

from Brendon Burchard, who is responsible for all the marketing 

behind the latest massively-successful book launches and online 

programs of Tony Robbins and Arianna Hu£ngton.

We continually build our expertise to better chart the course of 

our businesses and keep pushing to the next level.
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MASUCCESS: What specific business programs and seminars  

are key for your team to learn?

Nicolaides: For me, it’s primarily anything related to marketing 

and business strategy, as well as, of course, reviewing most of the 

martial arts industry-specific training programs that are out there. 

Online marketing has obviously been a huge focus for several years 

and I keep seeking out and learning from the best in the world at it. 

For our team, we created highly-specialized training programs in 

the various categories they need to master. We built a private [web]

site that’s a little bit like an “online college” specifically for our sta. 

It has tiered access, starting with new sta orientation and then 

progresses through a series of modules containing video training, 

support materials and many other resources on everything we do  

in the schools. 

Once they pass the test associated with each module, they earn 

their qualifications for that particular topic and, in turn, expand 

their opportunities and income. 

Scott or I also do a live sta-training session every Thursday 

morning, where we can focus on anything we feel is most valuable 

or urgent at the time. 

MASUCCESS: I understand training your instructors in all the 

various aspects of your business frees you up from doing all the 

teaching and other chores you had to do when you first started. 

What other aspects of business do you now spend this free time 

working on?

Nicolaides: We do one-hundred percent of the marketing and 

strategic planning for K2. That is something that can never be 

passed on to an employee. We also oversee curriculum  

development and, of course, sta training. 

Aside from that, I now have the freedom to intelligently decide 

where to best use my time. I don’t “have” to do anything, so it lib-

erates me to leverage my strengths to best serve our needs and not 

waste energy on tasks or activities I can simply delegate. Ironically, I 

do spend more time to personally train on the mat now with multi-

ple schools and businesses than I did when we first started, [where] 

I was everything from the janitor to the bill collector. 

MASUCCESS: You have a�rmations posted in your sta areas. 

What are some of them and how do they aect the way your sta 

members conduct themselves?

Nicolaides: I believe you are referring to the instructor creed: “I  

will teach this class because it is the most important class I will  

ever teach. I am patient and enthusiastic. I lead by example.“ 

We got that from Dave Kovar at one of the MAIA conferences. 

Anything that keeps instructors focused on giving their best to the 

students every single day is critically important. We want to make 

sure we deliver massive benefits and value to our clients and, just 

like all the other things we do in our business, it requires constant 

attention and focus. 
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The Benefits  
of Owning Your  
School’s Property
The co-owners of K2 Martial Arts 
own the building housing one of their 
school’s locations and, at press time, 
were in final negotiations for buying a 
second school and hoping to close on 
it soon after. Aksell Nicolaides explains 
why you should buy property instead of 
renting or leasing your school’s location.

“The monthly cash-flow savings of 
mortgage payments, instead of paying 
ever-increasing rent, are significant and 
also very predictable over time,”  
he points out. “Most importantly,  
every month we are building equity 
rather than just paying for temporary 
occupancy. Rather than the rent check 
going into the expense column, it is go-
ing towards long-term wealth-building.

“We set up separate corporations 
for everything, so we can sell the real 
estate independently of the martial 
arts business,” Nicolaides says. “Con-
versely, I could sell one of my schools 
to an instructor or investor and remain 
[connected] as the landlord. One of the 
world’s first billionaires, J. Paul Getti, 
once said ‘Buy what appreciates,  
lease what depreciates.’ It makes  
sense to me.

Are there potential pitfalls that  
school owners should avoid?

“I think one of the obvious dangers 
would be going too big too soon and 
getting in over your head,” he warns. 
“Also, some commercial properties are 
condos or other entities that have a 
lot of hidden costs and should be thor-
oughly investigated. Just like [with] a 
house, you can start smaller and just 
keep upgrading as needed.”

MASUCCESS: Can you outline the compensation package you o�er 

instructors. I understand some of them earn over $60,000 a year with-

out being an owner, and there’s no ceiling attached to their potential 

earnings? 

Nicolaides: Essentially, it is a meritocracy. How long someone has 

been with us or what martial art rank they hold has very little connec-

tion to their income. 

First, their base salary is tied to our sta�-training programs, so 

there’s a series of levels they can ascend through and each is tied to a 

course and a test. These courses are independent of their martial arts 

progression. They focus on teaching, leadership development and a 

variety of other skills, depending on what role they play in the school.

Every successful course grants an instant pay raise. The big income 

jump comes from the fact that virtually every single revenue-gener-

ating activity in the schools is tied to a specific and generous com-

pensation plan. This lets motivated individuals quickly ramp up their 

earnings in direct proportion to their e�orts. 

We constantly try to innovate and improve our compensation 

system. So, we recently also launched a point system for our sta�, 

where they can earn points for various revenue-generating activities. 

They can redeem them at the end of each season for prizes ranging 

from movie passes to big-screen TVs and even a Caribbean trip for the 

highest performers. The goal is to train everyone to be results-driven 

rather than task-oriented. 

MASUCCESS: Besides winning the “2014 MAIA School Excellence 

Award,” what were the most beneficial things your team came away 

with by attending last year’s Martial Arts SuperShow?

Nicolaides: Every year, we bring whoever we put through the Instruc-

tor College training, and that’s always valuable. The big takeaway for 

many of our sta� is the realization that they are part of something 

bigger. From the exciting Opening Ceremonies [to] all the great martial 

arts leaders they get to interact with, everyone always comes back 

charged and filled with new ideas. It’s a great time to help them set 

goals for the coming year. 

Personally, I like to go and “take the pulse” of the industry. I look for 

trends and, of course, always try to learn a new distinction or strategy 

to test out. It’s hard not to be inspired listening to someone like Chief 

Master William Clark and others like him.

MASUCCESS: Your partner, Alain Moussi, who will be starring in the 

upcoming action movie, Kickboxer: Vengeance [see sidebar story, “The 

Rise of ‘Moose’ Lee”], has brought your schools a fair degree of atten-

tion lately. How has his presence raised K2 Martial Art’s profile?

Nicolaides: It’s always nice when talent is properly recognized. Alain 

is a true world-class, elite-level martial artist and, as an action movie 

fan, that’s what I want to see on screen. 
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I’m not sure I can quantify the direct benefit to K2 yet, but I know 

many of our students feel a sense of pride and inspiration from his 

successes. I believe, as he becomes more famous, it will become 

apparent that he lives his life as a true role model, which is a great 

reflection of the ideals we promote in our schools.

MASUCCESS: Some of the people from your schools have success-

fully competed in kickboxing, grappling and amateur or professional 

MMA. I understand you’re looking to completely subsidize training, 

traveling and competition expenses while also giving team members a 

chance to earn an income while pursuing their dreams. What can you 

tell us about this plan? 

Nicolaides: We are really committed to find better ways to support 

young martial athletes. Aside from doing the typical fundraising-type 

activities for competitors, we are investing our own money to directly 

help dedicated athletes with an in-house, tiered-sponsorship program 

based on performance. We’re also working on creatively leveraging 

many of our business relationships to be able to provide corporate 

sponsorships for some of the athletes long before they could achieve 

that on their own. 

As our organization grows and our business ventures multiply, we 

are also able to provide ideal work opportunities for them that support 

a demanding training and traveling schedule. 

“Anything that keeps instructors focused on giving their best 
to the students every single day is critically important. 

We want to make sure we deliver massive benefits 
and value to our clients and, just like all the other 
things we do in our business, it requires constant 

attention and focus.”
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MASUCCESS: You’ve said business success is not “selling out” and goes 

hand-in-hand with delivering quality martial arts in the school. Can you 

elaborate on this idea?

Nicolaides: Financial success is a measure of contribution. If you are pos-

itively impacting thousands of families in your community, that translates 

into larger revenue for your school. The myth that having only a handful of 

students and barely scraping by is somehow noble is nonsensical. 

Having financial flexibility means you can do so much more, not just for 

yourself, but also for your students and your community. The vast majority 

of financially successful school owners I have met are focused, disciplined, 

committed and hard-working individuals in the pursuit of excellence. That 

almost always translates to their approach to training and teaching. 

MASUCCESS: What was the single most important thing  you did as a 

group that helped make K2 Martial Arts a success?

Nicolaides: Committing to an obsessive singular focus on constant 

improvement. In the way we grow as entrepreneurs, as instructors, 

practitioners and community leaders [and] also down to every system and 

process in the school. Walt Disney once told a reporter that he had the tips 

of the spires on the Magic Kingdom’s castle painted in 24-carat, solid gold. 

“No one would ever know that. Why do it?” the reporter asked. 

Walt said, “Because I know.” 

We try to live by the Walt Disney philosophy and constantly make  

improvements, even if it seems di�cult, impractical or expensive at  

the time. 

MASUCCESS: What advice would you give to others who want to  

follow in your footsteps?

Nicolaides: To work on your business, not in your business. It’s easy to 

get caught up in day-to-day stu�. But, significant growth happened for 

us when we started strategically working on business development and 

training sta� to do all the other tasks. It was a game changer.

MASUCCESS: I know you guys are opening a couple of new locations and 

launching several home-study programs in the near future. Is this where 

you see yourselves going over the next five years? Or, do you have other 

business plans as well? 

Nicolaides: I’m a serial entrepreneur so I always have lots of projects 

going on. We do have some immediate local school-expansion plans. But 

we’re also working on several high-growth strategies that we are excited 

about and hope to launch in the near future.  e

“Significant growth 
happened for us when we 
started strategically working 
on business development 
and training staff to do all 
the other tasks. It was a 
game-changer.”
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m Perry Kelly is 5th-degree jiu-jitsu black belt, instructor in four other 

martial arts and a Federal Law Enforcement Training Centre-certi-

fied police defensive tactics instructor-trainer. He’s the author of Dan 

Inosanto: The Man, the Teacher, the Artist, The Thinking O�cer’s Guide 

to Police Defensive Tactics and ICEMAN: Kickboxing Legend Jean-Yves 

Theriault. He may be contacted for seminars, interviews or copies of his 

books through his website, www.perrywkelly.com. 

To learn more about how hundreds of other successful school 

owners, both large and small, operate, visit the Martial Arts Industry 

Association’s website at www.masuccess.com. Through this constant-

ly-enhanced website, members can access a massive amount of useful 

information on just about any topic from A to Z.

The Rise of “Moose Lee”
Alain Moussi is a martial artist you have  

seen countless times on the screen, but you just  
never knew it. The list of Hollywood stars he has  

doubled to make them look great on screen and the  
action movies he has done stunts in seem endless.

Because he was born in Gabon and raised in Canada, it would take some tricky word-
smithing to come up with an equivalent nickname for Alain Moussi to rival, say, Jean-Claude  

Van Damme’s “Muscles from Brussels.” But these days, he’s been  
kiddingly nicknamed “Moose Lee” on the set by his co-stars.

Moussi got his start in the business through former karate forms superstar 
and professional stuntman, Jean Frenette, who was the fight coordinator for 

the 2010’s Immortals. Frenette hired Moussi to double the movie’s star, Henry 
Cavill, and Moussi’s career as a stuntman took o�. Over the past five years, 

he’s taken punches from industry heavyweights like Mickey Rourke and  
Channing Tatum and performed on television and in action-movie  

blockbusters like Deadfall, Pompeii, X Men: Days of Future Past,  
Pacific Rim, White House Down and Warcraft.

A couple of years ago, he was working as a stuntman on a movie shot in Mon-
treal for producer/director Dimitri Logothetis, who liked his look and asked him 

to audition for a lead role. Coincidentally, Dimitri owned the rights to  
Kickboxer, the film in which Van Damme originally starred back in 1989. 

Moussi went to Hollywood to perform a live stunt fight, do some screen tests 
and, as they say in French, voila! Alain Moussi will be starring in the Kickboxer remake. 

The support cast is pretty stellar, including Van Damme himself; former MMA champ  
Gina Carano (Fast and Furious 6); Dave Bautista (Guardians of the Galaxy); model/actress 

Sara Malakul Lane; and Canadian UFC welter-weight Champion George St. Pierre. 
Who knows how this will turn out? A few years from now, though, movie fans 

spotting Moussi in public might be saying, “Hey, there goes Moose Lee!” 
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